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SAFETY SURFACING

Wet pour solutions

Perfect for both indoor and outdoor play
areas, as well as splash pads, CONICA’s wet
pour systems deliver safe and highly durable
surfaces in a wide range of bold colours.

• Full certified to EN1177

• Extensive European sourced stock

• Bold UV stable colours

• Outstanding expertise

• Highest quality materials

• Unrivalled value

Wet pour safety
surfacing components:

Wet pour solutions

that offers protection against injuries that could occur
from a trip or fall.
CONICA wet pour surfacing compromises of two layers:
a base layer that utilises recycled SBR rubber granules,
and a top layer of coloured EPDM rubber granules.
Both will be bound using a flexible, single part, moisture
curing polyurethane binder. Additional products can be
applied to enhance durability, slip resistance and/or to

Full certified to EN1177
Guaranteed safety

Highest quality EPDM granules
for the top layer

World-class EPDM granules in a range
of subtle, bold and vibrant colours
Designs that will stand the test of time
Highest quality materials and
specification Outstanding performance

Finishing products to tailor
performance and durability

Everything from one source
Guaranteed compatibility, durability
and a single point of responsibility

Why choose CONICA wet
pour safety surfacing?

What is wet pour safety surfacing?
with flexible binders to create a durable bound surface

SBR (recycled truck tyre) rubber
granules for the base layer

A comprehensive range of World
class, market leading binders

Whether you need an impermeable indoor surface or water permeable
outdoor surface, CONICA has the expertise and high quality product
range to deliver safe, durable and visually stunning wet pour solutions.

Wet pour safety surfacing combines rubber granules

Wet pour safety
surfacing benefits:

All CONICA wet pour solutions are suitable for installation

Splash pads require a different approach, so CONICA has

For more than 40 years, CONICA has been the

directly on to concrete and asphalt substrates, whilst the

foremost supplier of playground safety surfacing,

outdoor version can also be installed over compacted

and everything we supply continues to draw on

MOT type 1 stone.

our expertise and heritage. This ensures that every

The extensive range of colours available enable bold and

CONICA wet pour safety surfacing solution is been

vibrant finishes to be created, that often include bespoke

designed to offer outstanding safety and durability.

graphics that allow the surface to complement the overall

Our innovative approach to market has allowed CONICA

design theme of the play space and play equipment. This

to develop new solutions based on the stability and

makes for exciting and stimulating surface for children’s

performance our tried and tested technology. Our indoor

playgrounds.

solution utilises a pore sealer and sealing lacquer to improve

determine permeability.

durability and create a surface that is impermeable to
water, spilled drinks and food debris, making it ideal for
indoor play areas.

Outdoor wet pour

Water permeable

Tested to BS7188

UV resistant

Certified to EN177

Indoor wet pour

Impermeable

Easy to clean

Fully sealed

Certified to EN177
& EN13501-1

developed CONIPLAY A which enhances our standard
outdoor wet pour system to create slip resistant water
permeable and impermeable options, that are both fully
tested against chlorinated and sea water.
To guarantee our products are of the highest quality, all the
components we supply are manufactured within CONICA
owned facilities or are sourced from European based world
class supply chain partners. Extensive research, development
and testing ensures that CONICA surfaces always conform,
then perform, to the highest of standards, so that our
customers can rest assured that they have made the
best choice.

CONIPLAY A

Water permeable/
impermeable
Ultra durable

Safe and hygienic
Chemical resistant

EPDM
Granules
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May Green

Reseda Green

Rainbow Green

Light Grey

RAL 6017

RAL 6011

RAL 6025

RAL 7035

Medium Grey

Slate Grey

Pearl

Brown

RAL 7012

RAL 7015

RAL 1013

RAL 8024

Chocolate Brown

Red

Rose

Orange

RAL 8017

RAL 3016

RAL 3017

RAL 2004

Heather Violet

Yellow

Earth Yellow

Beige

RAL 4003

RAL 1012

RAL 1006

RAL 1001

Eggshell

Sky Blue

Teal

Dark Blue

RAL 1015

RAL 5015

RAL 5024

RAL 5009

Purple

Earth Blend

Fire Blend

Water Blend

RAL 4005

EPDM Blend

EPDM Blend

EPDM Blend

Note: RAL numbers are approximate. The colour and texture of the materials laid on site may differ from the samples provided.

